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The world of Formula 1® is a powerful mirror to the world of

management, where high performance relies on strong leadership, clear

goals, selfless teamwork, innovation through constant learning and

a winning culture. Performance at the Limit: Business Lessons from

Formula 1® Motor Racing uses the case of Formula 1® to demonstrate

how businesses can achieve optimal performance in highly competitive and

dynamic environments. This third edition has been extensively updated,

including a powerful new framework, the Performance Pyramid, recent

interviews with leading figures in the industry and a wide range of lessons

for improved business practice. It is an invaluable guide for managers and

students of business alike.
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Foreword

As a three-time World Champion driver, founder of two international

airlines and non-executive Chairman of the Mercedes Formula One

Team since late 2012, I have experienced many challenges in my life,

but nothing is as exciting and relentlessly demanding as keeping a focus

onwinning in the ultra-competitive world of FormulaOne. It is not just

a sport but also a business. The teams must always be at the top of their

game because if their competitiveness is compromised, so is their

commercial success.

This book looks deep inside the world of Formula One and provides

the reader with a frank and uncompromising look at what it takes for

a Formula One team to maintain its competitive position. Many of

these lessons are relevant to businesses that want to develop and

maintain their edge in the global marketplace.

This is the third edition that the authors have produced and, through

their knowledge and access to the sport’s principal players, leaders,

suppliers and commercial partners, they have found further insights

into what it takes to attain and, very importantly, maintain

a competitive position, both on the track and in the business world

today.

NIKI LAUDA

Non-Executive Chairman
Mercedes AMG Petronas Formula One Team
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